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	Text1p14: Public School 174 William Sidney Mount
	Text2p14: Ms. CooperArt Chronicle
	Text3p14: LOOKING FOR HOLIDAY GIFTS?
	Text3ap14:     As the holidays approach us, please take the time to visit www.Artsonia.com /gifts at the gift shop. Artsonia provides gift merchandise for parents with their own children's artwork as a continuation of its mission to boost kids' pride in their work. A portion of the funds go to the website to keep it running smoothly and another portion is given to our school to purchase art materials.
	Text4p14: GRADES K-1
	Text4ap14: Grade K is exploring:-How to identify, recognize, and create secondary colors from primary colors-How to use tactile and fine motor skills to create their own color wheel from play-doh-How to create a still life drawing based on Matisse First Grade is learning about : -Artist Henri Matisse and his life -The difference between organic and geometric shapes -Line and shape so that they can create organic and geometric shapes for their collage -Placement, cutting, and pasting skills needed for creating powerful collages   
	Text5p14: SECOND & THIRD GRADES
	Text5ap14: Second Grade is learning about:  -How artists are inspired by the world around them as they create cityscapes -How to identify warm and cool colors in works of art, compare/contrast landscapes and cityscapes Third Grade will :-Learn facial proportions to draw a face -Create self-portraits after looking at portraits by artists Henri Matisse, Frida Kahlo, and others -Learn about color so that they can add expression and mood in their portraits in a style of their choice
	Text6p14: FOURTH & FIFTH GRADES
	Text6ap14: Fourth Grade will:-Reinforce literacy skills as they read about the "Myth of the Dreamcatcher"-Create Native American dreamcatchers by using pattern and weaving techniques.  Fifth Grade will:-Explore the artwork of Gustav Klimt  -Explore various watercolor painting techniques-Create a landscape painting based on Gustav Klimt's “Forest of Trees”
	Text7p14: Notes from the teacher
	Text7ap14: Thank you to all who donated to my grant on Donorschoose.org! We have an open grant listed and would appreciate your support by visiting the website and contributing to the cause!     -Ms. Cooper


